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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems are used in variety of domains affecting peo-
ple’s lives. This has raised concerns about possible biases and dis-
crimination that such systems might exacerbate. There are two pri-
mary kinds of biases inherent in recommender systems: observation
bias and bias stemming from imbalanced data. Observation bias
exists due to a feedback loop which causes the model to learn to
only predict recommendations similar to previous ones. Imbalance
in data occurs when systematic societal, historical, or other ambi-
ent bias is present in the data. In this paper, we address both biases
by proposing a hybrid fairness-aware recommender system. Our
model provides efficient and accurate recommendations by incor-
porating multiple user-user and item-item similarity measures, con-
tent, and demographic information, while addressing recommen-
dation biases. We implement our model using a powerful and ex-
pressive probabilistic programming language called probabilistic
soft logic. We experimentally evaluate our approach on a popular
movie recommendation dataset, showing that our proposed model
can provide more accurate and fairer recommendations, compared
to a state-of-the art fair recommender system.
KEYWORDS
Fairness, Recommender Systems, Hybrid Recommender Systems,
Bias, Probabilistic Soft Logic
1 INTRODUCTION
Targeted recommendations have become increasingly important to
business owners in order to reach their potential customers. Such
systems are used in a variety of domains such as commerce, employ-
ment, dating, health, education, and governance. However, when
targeting users, biases can have a negative impact on subgroups of
users. For instance, one study [1] shows that female users of Google
have a lower chance of accessing hiring ads for high-paying execu-
tive jobs. The study of bias and fairness in machine learning is an
emerging research area that is receiving increasing attention [2–4].
Methods mitigating unfairness in machine learning systems [5–7]
can be extended to the case of fairness-aware recommender sys-
tems.
There are a variety of definitions of fairness [8, 9]. Defining fair-
ness, especially for recommender systems, is challenging. In this pa-
per, we assume that someone has given us the definitions of which
attributes/sub-population we want to maintain fairness towards, and
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present a scalable, declarative formulation for achieving fairness rel-
ative to the given subgroups. In the fairness domain, a population
of vulnerable individuals known as the protected group, and can be
defined by an attribute value upon which discrimination is based
(such as gender, ethnicity, or religion). A fair recommender system
should provide rankings to the protected group that are the same
as the unprotected group. The majority of popular recommender
system algorithms (e.g., collaborative-filtering) make use of user
behavior to generate recommendations. Powerful as they are, these
methods usually inherit the biases that exists in the data which may
cause the system to present unfair recommendations.
There are two primary kinds of bias that can be inherited from
data: observation bias and bias that comes from imbalance in data
[10]. Observation bias is due to the existence of a feedback loop
in the system. An item displayed by the recommender system may
result in an action, which is then used to retrain the model. This rein-
forces the recommender system’s ranking algorithm to show more
items similar to previous recommendations. If a user is never ex-
posed to an item, the user cannot provide an opinion on it. For ex-
ample, if a user on a movie streaming website was never shown a
movie from the action genre, it is difficult for the system to know
the user’s interest level in action movies. In contrast, imbalance in
data is caused when a systematic bias is present due to societal,
historical, or other ambient biases. Since the model is unaware of
such biases, addressing them is not straightforward. For example,
in job recommendation, due to social bias, the data contain a lot
of evidence indicating that nursing is a successful profession for
females. However, this does not mean that female users must be
recommended to receive recommendations for nursing positions in
order to be successful.
These biases have been explored and addressed in different con-
texts with use of multi-arm bandits and diversity-based recommen-
dations [11–13]. Although these approaches tend to handle bias
by increasing the diversity of a recommender system, they do not
directly address the issue of fairness. More recently, fairness in
recommender systems has been explored through the use of fair-
ness metrics. For instance, Yao and Huang [10], show that fair-
ness can be both measured and imposed on a matrix factorization
(MF) method, using five different fairness metrics. Burke et al. [14]
recently introduced an approach that aspires for both personaliza-
tion and fairness via neighborhood balancing with a sparse linear
method. Other work studies the issue of modeling in the presence
of gender-imbalanced data. As an example, Sapiezynski et al. [15]
found that gender representation-imbalance in academic data on stu-
dents led to a higher accuracy in detecting struggling male students,
as opposed to their female classmates.
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In this work, we first start by using a hybrid recommender sys-
tem, called HyPER [16] to produce recommenations. HyPER incor-
porates a variety of signals including user-user similarities, item-
item similarities, and content and demographic information. We
then extend HyPER to a fairness-aware recommender system by ad-
dressing observation bias and biases coming from imbalanced data.
We implement our fairness-aware recommender system as a sin-
gle unified model, by using a probabilistic programming language
called probabilistic soft logic (PSL) [17]. PSL has been used for
providing hybrid recommendations [16], for providing a fairness-
aware framework in relational settings [18], and a variety of other
tasks. In this work, we unify these two lines of work and propose
a fairness-aware hybrid recommendation system. We make use of
a constraint-based approach to fairness which extends PSL with a
new maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference algorithm that maxi-
mizes the a posteriori values of unknown variables subject to fair-
ness guarantees using a set of hard fairness constraints. Like pre-
vious work, we model various protected and unprotected groups
with relational dependencies in the model; however, in our proposed
work, we address biases in recommender systems with a set of soft
fairness constraints that are directly expressed in the model. We de-
sign two sets of fairness constraints with latent variables that are
able to: 1) detect and address biases in item ratings coming from
imbalanced data and 2) integrate rules that address biases coming
from item group ratings to prevent observation bias. These two sets
of constraints are able to capture relational dependencies among
users and items to collectively predict accurate ratings for both pro-
tected and unprotected groups.
In this paper, we make the following contributions: 1) we present
a probabilistic programming approach for building fair hybrid rec-
ommender systems; 2) we experimentally study fairness on the pop-
ular MovieLens dataset; 3) we show that a fair recommender system
can outperform a recommender system not trained for fairness on
both accuracy and fairness evaluation metrics; and 4) we experimen-
tally show that our fair recommender system surpasses the current
state-of-the-art fair recommender system in both accuracy and a va-
riety of fairness metrics.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section
2, we present our model in detail. We start with an overview of the
modeling language that we use to build a fair movie recommender
system, i.e., PSL (Section 2.1). We briefly describe the movie rec-
ommender system that we use, i.e., HYPER (Section 2.2), and then
we explain how we can make it fair (Section 2.3). In Section 3 we
present our evaluation results. Finally, we conclude with a discus-
sion and our plans for future work in Section 4.
2 APPROACH
In this section, we describe how we extend an existing hybrid rec-
ommender system to provide fair recommendations. We first in-
troduce the modeling framework that we use to define our model,
called probabilistic soft logic (PSL). PSL is a declarative language
that uses first-order logic to define a model. We choose PSL to pro-
pose a fairness-aware recommender system because its expressive-
ness allows us to model recommender systems as well as fairness
constraints in a unified model. Next, we describe how we define a
hybrid movie recommender system using the basic principles of an
existing hybrid recommender system (HyPER). Finally, we discuss
how we extend our recommender system to account for fairness by
using a set of PSL rules capturing fairness with relational dependen-
cies between users and items.
2.1 PSL
Probabilistic soft logic (PSL) [17] is a probabilistic programming
language that uses a first-order logical rules to define a graphical
model. PSL uses continuous random variables in the [0, 1] unit inter-
val and specifies factors using convex functions, allowing tractable
and efficient inference. PSL defines a Markov random field asso-
ciated with a conditional probability density function over random
variables Y conditioned on evidence X,
P(Y|X) ∝ exp
(
−
m∑
j=1
wjϕj (Y,X)
)
, (1)
where ϕj is a convex potential function and wj is an associated
weight which determines the importance of ϕj in the model. The
potential ϕj takes the form of a hinge-loss:
ϕj (Y,X) = (max{0, ℓj (X,Y)})
pj . (2)
Here, ℓj is a linear function of X and Y, and pj ∈ {1, 2} option-
ally squares the potential, resulting in a squared-loss. The resulting
probability distribution is log-concave in Y, so we can solve MAP
inference via convex optimization to find the optimal Y. The con-
vex formulation of PSL is the key to efficient, scalable inference in
models with many complex inter-dependencies.
PSL derives this objective function by translating logical rules
that specify dependencies between variables and evidence into hinge-
loss functions. PSL achieves this translation by using the Lukasiewicz
norm and co-norm to provide a relaxation of Boolean logical con-
nectives [17]. For example, a ⇒ b corresponds to the hinge func-
tion max(a − b, 0), and a ∧ b corresponds to max(a + b − 1, 0). We
refer the reader to [17] for a detailed description of PSL.
To illustrate PSL in the movie recommendation context, the fol-
lowing rule encodes that users tend to rate movies of their preferred
genres highly:
LIKESGENRE(u,g) ∧ ISGENRE(m,g) ⇒ RATING(u,m) ,
where LIKESGENRE(u,g) is a binary observed predicate, ISGENRE(m,g)
is a continuous observed predicate in the interval [0, 1] capturing the
affinity of the movie to the genre, and RATING(u,m) is a continuous
variable to be inferred, which encodes the star rating as a number
between 0 and 1, with higher values corresponding to higher star rat-
ings. For example, we could instantiate u = Jim, g = classics
and m = Casablanca. This instantiation results in a hinge-loss
potential function in the HL-MRF,
max(LIKESGENRE(Jim,classics)
+ ISGENRE(Casablanca,classics)
− RATING(Jim,Casablanca) − 1, 0) .
PSL has been successfully applied in various domains, such as ex-
planations in recommender systems [19], user modeling in social
media [20], stance prediction in online forums [21], energy disag-
gregation [22] and knowledge graph identification [23].
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2.2 PSL Recommendations Model
In recent work, Kouki et al. [16] introduced HyPER, a hybrid recom-
mender system that uses PSL. The model consists of rules that can
incorporate a wide range of information sources, such as user-user
and item-item similarity measures, content information, and user
and item average predictors. HyPER uses the rules together with
the input data to perform inference and define a probability distribu-
tion over the recommended items, capturing the extent to which a
given user will like a given item. HyPER provides a generic and ex-
tensible recommendation framework with the ability to incorporate
other sources of information that may be available in different do-
mains. In this work, we focus on movie recommendations. We use
a subset of all the rules proposed in HyPER, and we add rules to
leverage dataset-specific information available in our movie dataset.
We propose a hybrid movie-recommender system which consists of
the following rules:
2.2.1 Mean-Centering Priors. We first encode rules in our
model that encourage the ratings to be close to the average for each
user and each item. Each individual user of a recommender system
has his/her own preferences in rating items. Likewise, each item’s
rating is influenced by its overall popularity. To capture this infor-
mation, we introduce the following rules:
AVERAGEUSERRATING(u) ⇒ RATING(u, i)
¬AVERAGEUSERRATING(u) ⇒ ¬RATING(u, i)
AVERAGEITEMRATING(i) ⇒ RATING(u, i)
¬AVERAGEITEMRATING(i) ⇒ ¬RATING(u, i) .
The predicate RATING(u,i) takes a value in the interval [0, 1] and
represents the normalized value of the rating that a user u gave to
an item i. The predicate AVERAGEUSERRATING(u) represents the
average of the ratings over the set of items that user u provided in
the training set. Similarly, AVERAGEUSERRATING(i) represents
the average of the user ratings an item i has received. The pair of
PSL rules per-user and per-item penalizes the predicted rating for
being different from this average.
2.2.2 Neighborhood-based Collaborative Filtering. We de-
fine PSL rules that capture the basic principle of the neighborhood-
based approach. We introduce the following user-based collabora-
tive filtering rule to capture the intuition that similar users give sim-
ilar ratings to the same items:
SIMILARUSERSSIM(u1, u2) ∧ RATING(u1, i) ⇒ RATING(u2, i) .
There are several ways one can do this in PSL, here we the pred-
icate SIMILARUSERSSIM(u1,u2) is binary, with value 1 iff u1 is
one of the k-nearest neighbors of u2. The above rule represents
a template for hinge functions which reduces as the probability
of predicted ratings as the difference between RATING(u2,i) and
RATING(u1,i) increases, for users that are neighbors. Similarly, we
can define PSL rules to capture the intuition of item-based collabo-
rative filtering methods, namely that similar items should have sim-
ilar ratings from the same users:
SIMILARITEMSSIM(i1, i2) ∧ RATING(u, i1) ⇒ RATING(u, i2) .
As before, the predicate SIMILARITEMSSIM(i1,i2) is binary, with
value 1 iff i1 is one of the k-nearest neighbors of i2. The simi-
larities can be calculated with any similarity measure SIM. In this
model, we use the most popular similarity measures in the neighborhood-
based recommendations literature [24]. More specifically, we apply
cosine similarity measures to calculate similarities between users
and items; for the items we additionally apply the adjusted cosine
similarity using a Pearson’s correlation measure.
2.2.3 Using Additional Sources of Information. The movie
dataset that we use offers demographic information about the users
and content information about the items. We can use this informa-
tion to define similar users using demographic information and sim-
ilar items using content. We introduce the following rules:
SIMILARUSERSDEMO (u1, u2) ∧ RATING(u1, i) ⇒ RATING(u2, i)
SIMILARITEMSCONTENT (i1, i2) ∧ RATING(u, i1) ⇒ RATING(u, i2) .
In the first rule, the predicate SIMILARUSERSDEMO(i1,i2) repre-
sents users that have similar demographic features (which in our
case is age, gender, and occupation). In the second rule, the predi-
cate SIMILARITEMSCONTENT(i1,i2) represents items that have sim-
ilar content-based features (which in our case in the genre of a
movie).
2.2.4 Negative Prior. In recommender systems, there is usu-
ally a huge number of items available (e.g., movies). However, ev-
ery single user has rated a small number of these items. To model
our general belief that it is unlikely for a user to rate a movie, we
introduce the following prior rule:
¬RATING(u, i) .
2.3 Fair PSL Recommendations Model
The power of our PSL recommender system lies in the fact that fair-
ness can also be modeled with a set of logical rules. This is particu-
larly important given the diverse set of applications powered by rec-
ommender systems and that fairness in many of those applications
is multi-faceted [25]. For example, a recommender system suggest-
ing job applications needs to ensure that two applicants with a simi-
lar professional profile receive similar job recommendations. At the
same time, the recommender system needs to ensure market diver-
sity and avoid monopoly domination by giving similar chance to
new companies to get a reasonable share of recommendations even
though they have had fewer job offerings compared to the estab-
lished companies. In this work, we take into account the disparate
impact of recommendation on protected classes of recommendation
users.
To encode fairness in our model, we first introduce protected and
unprotected groups. The predicate PROTECTED(u) is binary, which
indicates whether a user belongs to the protected group with value 1,
or unprotected group with value 0. Note though that the protected
group could be any attribute and it can be either an observed at-
tribute in the data or a latent attribute. Here, we consider all female
users to be our protected group and all male users to be our unpro-
tected group. The goal of a fair recommender system is to provide
fair ratings depending on the fairness metric used, for both protected
and unprotected groups.
2.3.1 Imbalance in Data. In recommender systems, various
types of users may have a tendency to only rate particular items. For
instance, female users may be more likely to shop for clothes, while
male users may buy tools with higher frequency. If a recommender
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system has access only to an imbalanced dataset, it may never rec-
ommend a particular item to a specific group of users. To avoid such
bias in our model, we define the following rules:
PROTECTED(u) ∧ RATING(u, i) ⇒PROTECTEDITEMRATING(i)
¬PROTECTED(u) ∧ RATING(u, i) ⇒UNPROTECTEDITEMRATING(i) .
At a high level, we introduce two latent variables for each item,
i.e., PROTECTEDITEMRATING(i) and UNPROTECTEDITEMRATING(i).
These two predicates capture ratings from protected and unprotected
users for each item in the data. To encode fair ratings for both
groups, we add the following constraints to the model which force
the value of these two latent variables for each item to be equivalent,
for both protected and unprotected groups:
PROTECTEDITEMRATING(i) ⇒UNPROTECTEDITEMRATING(i)
UNPROTECTEDITEMRATING(i) ⇒PROTECTEDITEMRATING(i) .
Using the above rules, we are able to balance the ratings for both
types of users by un-biasing the ratings for each item. Extending
the recommender model that we described in Section 2.2 with these
rules enables us to address imbalanced data biases. For the case
of movie recommendation, our protected and unprotected groups
are female users and male users respectively. Therefore, we can re-
place predicate PROTECTED(u) with ISFEMALE(u) that indicates
whether a user is female or male.
2.3.2 Observation Bias. In addition to bias coming from im-
balance in the data, users may prefer items belong to a certain item
group. For example, for the item group “genre” in the context of
movie recommendations, female users may be more likely to rate ro-
mance movies, while male users may rate action movies with higher
frequency. If users have never recommended a particular item, they
will likely never provide rating data for that item. To avoid such
observation bias we introduce fairness rules for item groups in the
model. Similar to the fairness rules of the previous section, we intro-
duce latent variables for each item group with the following rules:
PROTECTED(u) ∧ RATING(u, i) ∧ ITEMGROUP(i, g)
⇒ PROTECTEDITEMGROUPRATING(g)
¬PROTECTED(u) ∧ RATING(u, i) ∧ ITEMGROUP(i, g)
⇒ UNPROTECTEDITEMGROUPRATING(g) .
Here, we introduce two latent variables for each item group by in-
troducing two predicates, i.e., PROTECTEDITEMGROUPRATING(g)
and UNPROTECTEDITEMGROUPRATING(g), that capture ratings
from protected and unprotected users for items within each item
group. Similarly, we force the value of these latent variables for
each item group in the model to be equal using the following rules:
PROTECTEDITEMGROUPRATING(g)
⇒ UNPROTECTEDITEMGROUPRATING(g)
UNPROTECTEDITEMGROUPRATING(g)
⇒ PROTECTEDITEMGROUPRATING(g) .
Our fair recommender model includes both types of fairness rules
to address observational bias, and avoid bias coming from imbal-
anced ratings for both protected and unprotected groups. The defi-
nition of an item group depends on the specific context of the recom-
mender system. In the movie recommendation setting, we can use a
movie’s genre to define item groups. Therefore, in the above rules,
we can replace the predicate ITEMGROUP(i,g) with the predicate
ISGENRE(i,g) to capture the affinity of a movie to a genre. Note
that movie could have more than one genre, for instance the movie
Casablanca has three genres: classics, drama, and romance.
We use the rules presented in this section with the rules pre-
sented in Section 2.2 to collectively infer ratings for all users. Next,
we present our experimental setup for evaluating our proposed fair
movie recommender system.
3 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
3.1 Dataset Description
For our experiments, we use the MovieLens 1M dataset [26], which
has 1M ratings (ranging from 1 to 5) for 4k movies, from 6k users.
Demographic data for the users (e.g., gender, age, occupation) and
metadata on the movies (e.g., genre) are also provided. For movies,
we follow the preprocessing steps proposed by Yao and Huang [10]
and consider only movies that are tagged with at least one of the fol-
lowing 5 genres: action, romance, crime, musical, sci-fi. These gen-
res have a relatively large difference between the number of ratings
by males and females, as well as a noticeable difference in average
rating by each gender. This yields a subset of the dataset that ex-
presses a strong population imbalance and gives the potential for an
unfair recommender system. This is evident from the gender-based
statistics of movie genres reported in Table 2 of [10]. For example,
the number of ratings per female user for romantic movies is 54.67,
while for men it is 36.97. In another example, the number of ratings
per female user for sci-fi movies is 31.19, while for male users it is
50.46. Again, following the filtering process proposed in Yao and
Huang, we further filter the dataset by only considering users that
rated more than 50 movies. These preprocessing steps produce a
subset of the original Movielens 1M dataset, consisting of 443, 079
ratings for 1, 305 movies from 2, 965 users.
3.2 Evaluation Metrics
To measure the accuracy of the movie recommender system, we re-
port the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the mean absolute
error (MAE). To measure the fairness (or unfairness) of the movie
recommender system, we use the popular demographic parity mea-
sure [27] and a set of new metrics, recently introduced by Yao and
Huang [10]. These are the fairness metrics that we report in our
experimental evaluation:
• Non-parity unfairness: measures the absolute unfairness in mak-
ing predictions for two groups (the protected and unprotected
groups). This metric is computed as the absolute difference be-
tween the overall average ratings of users belonging to the unpro-
tected group and those of users belonging to the protected group.
• Value unfairness: measures the inconsistency in signed estima-
tion error across the protected and unprotected user groups. This
metric becomes large when predictions for one group are con-
sistently overestimated while predictions for the other group are
consistently underestimated.
• Absolute unfairness: measures the inconsistency in absolute esti-
mation error across user groups. This metric is sign-agnostic and
its value becomes large if one group of users consistently receives
more accurate recommendations than the other.
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Model RMSE MAE Overesti- Absolute Non-Parity Underesti- Value Balance
(SD) (SD) mation (SD) (SD) (SD) mation (SD) (SD) (SD)
(MC) Baseline 0.997 (0.003) 0.794 (0.002) 0.280 (0.001) 0.302 (0.002) 0.144 (0.001) 0.104 (0.001) 0.385 (0.002) 0.192 (0.002)
MF [10] 0.944 (0.002) 0.760 (0.002) 0.256 (0.001) 0.282 (0.001) 0.084 (0.000) 0.139 (0.001) 0.395 (0.002) 0.198 (0.002)
Fair MF (non-parity) [10] 0.945 (0.002) 0.760 (0.002) 0.252 (0.001) 0.281 (0.001) 0.083 (0.000) 0.145 (0.001) 0.396 (0.002) 0.199 (0.001)
Fair MF (value) [10] 0.948 (0.002) 0.762 (0.002) 0.250 (0.002) 0.279 (0.002) 0.131 (0.000) 0.140 (0.000) 0.390 (0.002) 0.197 (0.001)
(MC+CF) PSL 0.922 (0.002) 0.734 (0.001) 0.144 (0.001) 0.261 (0.001) 0.224 (0.000) 0.210 (0.001) 0.354 (0.002) 0.177 (0.001)
(MC+CF+DC) PSL [16] 0.916 (0.002) 0.732 (0.002) 0.180 (0.001) 0.260 (0.002) 0.206 (0.001) 0.177 (0.001) 0.357 (0.002) 0.179 (0.001)
Fair (MC+CF) PSL 0.908 (0.002) 0.727 (0.001) 0.158 (0.001) 0.251 (0.001) 0.159 (0.001) 0.201 (0.001) 0.358 (0.002) 0.180 (0.001)
Fair (MC+CF+DC) PSL 0.911 (0.002) 0.730 (0.002) 0.177 (0.001) 0.250 (0.001) 0.160 (0.001) 0.180 (0.001) 0.357 (0.002) 0.179 (0.001)
Table 1: Overall Performance of different PSL and fair MF models. Numbers in parenthesis indicate standard deviations. For each
metric, we report the best value in bold. For all metrics, the smaller the value, the more accurate/fair the model is.
• Underestimation unfairness: measures the inconsistency in how
much the predictions underestimate the true ratings. This metric
becomes large when the recommender system constantly predicts
lower rating values than the true ratings.
• Overestimation unfairness: measures the inconsistency in how
much the predictions overestimate the true ratings. This metric
is the opposite of underestimation unfairness, i.e., when overes-
timation unfairness increases in a system then underestimation
unfairness decreases (and vice versa). This metric becomes large
when the recommender system constantly predicts higher rating
values than the true ratings.
• Balance unfairness: measures the inconsistency in how much the
predictions overestimate and underestimate the true ratings. This
metric is the average of underestimation and overestimation un-
fairness.
3.3 Experiments
We evaluate the following different versions of the PSL model:
• Mean-centering (MC) model: This model uses the mean-centering
priors for users and items described in Section 2.2.1 and the neg-
ative prior (Section 2.2.4). Note that this model has no rules to
model relational dependencies, and therefore is not using PSL
capabilities. We call this model MC Baseline.
• Mean-centering (MC) and collaborative filtering (CF) PSL model:
We enrich the above model by adding user and item similarity
rules explained in Section 2.2.2. We note again that these similar-
ities are computed using only collaborative filtering information.
The number of similar users and items is typically set to between
20 and 50 in the literature [24], and here for each user we use the
20 most similar neighbors. This selection of k=20 applies to all
the nearest-neighbor similarities that we use. We call this model
MC+CF PSL.
• Mean-centering (MC), collaborative filtering (CF), and demo-
graphic/content (DC) PSL model: We extend the above model
by adding additional information about users and items (Section
2.2.3). Specifically, we use demographic information on individ-
ual users, i.e. gender, age, and occupation, to compute the cosine
similarity between user pairs. Item similarities are computed for
each pair of movies, using cosine similarity among vector repre-
sentations of the movies genres. We call this model MC+CF+DC
PSL.
• Fair Mean-centering and collaborative filtering PSL model: We
enrich the model MC+CF PSL by adding all the fair rules de-
scribed in Section 2.3. We call this model Fair MC+CF PSL.
• Fair Mean-centering, collaborative filtering, and demographic/content
PSL model: We enrich the model MC+CF+DC PSL by adding
all the fair rules described in Section 2.3. We call this model Fair
MC+CF+DC PSL.
We compare our fair PSL models with the fair state-of-the-art
models proposed by Yao and Huang [10]. Yao and Huang proposed
six different models, where five models optimized for different fair-
ness metric. We ran all six models and we report the results of the
following three: 1) MF, a matrix factorization algorithm that does
not optimize for fairness (we include this model as the simplest MF
without fairness), 2) Fair MF (non-parity) which optimizes for
the non-parity unfairness metric (this model performed the best in
terms of RMSE and MAE in the 5 splits of the dataset that we used
for our experiments), and 3) Fair MF (Value) which optimizes for
the value unfairness metric (this model performed the best in the
5 splits of the dataset that Yao and Huang [10] operated on). To
run these models, we used the default values for regularization and
epochs, i.e., reg=0.001 and epochs=100.
We compute the metrics described in Section 3.2 by perform-
ing five-fold cross-validation in the filtered MovieLens dataset de-
scribed in Section 3.1. We report the average cross-validated errors
and unfairness values along with the standard deviation for all the
models described above using the same split. We report our results
in Table 1. For each metric, we report the best value in bold. For all
metrics, the smaller the value, the more accurate/fairer the model is.
3.4 Results
We observed the following from Table 1:
PSL shows improved accuracy compared to MF methods: A
first clear conclusion from the results is that the all PSL models out-
perform all three MF (fair and non-fair) models on accuracy met-
rics. With one exception (the simplest PSL model, MC Baseline
that only uses average ratings), PSL produces a statistically signifi-
cant improvement in both RMSE andMAE as measured by a paired
t-test with α = 0.05.
Adding fairness rules improves the performance of the PSL
models: The addition of fairness rules to the model MC+CF PSL
(which results in the model Fair MC+CF PSL) results in a relatively
small decrease of 0.014 (absolute value) for the RMSE and 0.007
(absolute value) for the MAE. Similarly, the addition of fairness
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rules to the model MC+CF+DC PSL (which results in the model
Fair MC+CF+DC PSL) results in a decrease of 0.005 (absolute
value) for the RMSE and 0.002 (absolute value) for the MAE.We do
not observe the same behavior for the different fair and non-fair ma-
trix factorization models. For these cases, when trying to optimize
for different fairness metrics, we observe a very small increase for
the RMSE and MAE. In particular, when trying to optimize the sim-
ple MF model for non-parity unfairness(which results in the model
Fair MF (non-parity)) we observe a small increase of 0.001 for the
RMSE, while the MAE stays the same. Similarly, when trying to
optimize the simple MF model for value unfairness metric (which
results in the model Fair MF (value)) we observe a small increase
of 0.004 for the RMSE and a small increase of 0.002 for the MAE.
Fair PSL models outperform fair MF models w.r.t. balance
unfairness: PSL models (except for the (MC) Baseline) are bet-
ter in avoiding underestimating the true ratings of the female users,
while MF models are better in avoiding overestimating the female
ratings. However, by looking at the balance unfairness metric, PSL
models produce more balanced ratings for female and male users
when compared to MF methods.
Fair MF models outperform fair PSL models w.r.t. non-parity
unfairness: All MF methods perform significantly better for the
non-parity unfairness metric when compared to the PSL models.
Also, optimizing for non-parity unfairness inMF causes an increase
or no change in almost all the other unfairness metrics, which is con-
sistent with the results presented in [10]. For PSL, we note that fair
PSL models perform significantly better than non-fair PSL models
with respect to non-parity unfairness metric.
There is no model that can be fair in all metrics: There is
always a trade-off between various fairness measures. Each recom-
mender system, according to its goal, can choose a setting which
satisfies its needs. According to the results presented in Table 1,
there is no method that outperforms all fairness metrics. However,
all PSL models (except for the (MC) Baseline model) outperform
MF models in both performance and fair predication for the follow-
ing metrics: RMSE, MAE, absolute unfairness, value unfairness,
and balance unfairness. Also, our proposed fair PSL models outper-
form on all models in decreasing RMSE and MAE when predicting
the true ratings of all users, and, at the same time, they consistently
predict accurate ratings for female and male users.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a fairness-aware hybrid recommender
system that integrates multiple sources of user and item data to ac-
curately recommend items to users, and addresses observation bias
and biases coming from imbalance in the data. We implemented
our system in a unified model with an expressive language, called
probabilistic soft logic. Empirical evaluation on the movie recom-
mendation domain shows that our proposed model is able to offer
more accurate and, oftentimes, fairer recommendations compared
to a state-of-the-art fair recommender system.
There are many avenues for expanding our work. In addition to
the fairness rules that we proposed in our model, we plan to extend
our fairness-aware recommender system with other rules to address
other types of bias, such as biases of item providers or explicit bias
by advertisers. Bias by advertisers has the potential to have a po-
larizing affect on recommendations. In certain cases, these biases
may not stem from imbalanced data but rather from the marketing
practices used. Moreover, in a real-world recommender system set-
ting, the user-item matrix is very sparse, contrary to the sample of
the MovieLens dataset that we operated on. We plan to explore the
robustness of our approach when data sparsity is present. Finally,
we are interested in applying our solution to other domains where
fairness has legal and policy implications, such as the job recom-
mendation setting.
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